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An invariant subspace theory for contractive transformations in Hilbert spaces 
which is due to L. de Branges and J. Rovnyak (in “Perturbation Theory and Its 
Applications in Quantum Mechanics,” pp. 295-391, Wiley, New York, 1966) is 
generalized. Observable, contractive, and conjugate-isometric linear systems are 
considered whose state spaces and coefftcient spaces are Krein spaces. Such linear 
systems have canonical models with state spaces chosen as Krein spaces whose 
elements are vector-valued analytic functions. The properties of these spaces are 
related to the theory of square summable power series with coefficients in a Krein 
space. Generalizations of a celebrated theorem of A. Beurling (Acta Math. 81 
(1949), 209-255) and P. D. Lax (Acta Math. 101 (1959), 163-178) are obtained in 
that context. An underlying theme is the relation between factorization and 
invariant subspaces for continuous and contractive transformations in Krein spaces. 
Known results for Hilbert spaces (L. de Branges, J. Math. Anal. Appl. 29 (1970), 
168-200) are generalized. Some of these results have previously been generalized 
to Pontryagin spaces by D. Alpay and H. Dym (in “Operator Theory: Advances 
and Applications,” Vol. 18, pp. 89-159, Birkhaiiser-Verlag, Basel, 1986). 6 1988 
Academic Press. Inc. 
All vector spaces are taken over the complex numbers. A scalar product 
for a vector space 3’ is a complex-valued function (a, b) of a and b in X 
which is linear, symmetric, and nondegenerate. Linearity means that the 
identity 
holds for all elements a, b, and c of 2 when tl and p are complex numbers. 
Symmetry means that the identity 
holds for all elements a and b of 3?. Nondegeneracy means that an element 
u of JP is zero if the product (a, 6) is zero for every element b of 2”. 
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The anti-space of a vector space with scalar product is the same space 
considered with a new scalar product which is the negative of the given 
scalar product. 
A vector space with scalar product is said to be a Krein space if it is the 
orthogonal sum of a Hilbert space and the anti-space of a Hilbert space. 
The Pontryagin index of the Krein space is the dimension of the anti-space 
of a Hilbert space which appears in any such decomposition. 
Let %? be a given Krein space which is used as a coefficient space. A vec- 
tor is always an element of this space. An operator is a continuous transfor- 
mation of vectors into vectors. Numbers are regarded as multiplication 
operators. A bar is used to denote the adjoint of an operator. If a and b are 
vectors, ab ~ is the operator defined by (ab - ) c = a(b -c) for every vector c. 
An axiomatic treatment of the Krein spaces of analytic functions which 
are now studied is obtained through the concept of a linear system [6]. 
Linear systems whose state space is a Krein space are now considered. 
The input and output spaces are assumed to be the given coefficient 
space W. 
A linear system is a matrix (“, E) f o continuous transformations. The 
main transformation A maps the state space Y? into itself. The input trans- 
formation B maps the coeflicient space into the state space. The output 
transformation C maps the state space into the coefficient space. The exter- 
nal operator D maps the coefficient space into itself. The transfer function 
of the linear system is the formal power series with operator coefftcients 
W(z)=D+zC(l-zA)-‘B. 
The series converges in a neighborhood of the origin. 
The defining matrix of a linear system is considered to act on the 
Cartesian product of s$? and %‘, realized as a Krein space of column vec- 
tors. The linear system is said to be contractive if the defining matrix is 
contractive. It is said to be conjugate-isometric if the defining matrix has an 
isometric adjoint. It is said to be observable if no nonzero element f of the 
state space exists such that C A”f = 0 for every nonnegative integer n. 
The linear systems which are now studied are assumed to be observable, 
contractive, and conjugate-isometric. In addition there will be some 
discussion of unitary linear systems. A linear system is said to be unitary if 
the defining matrix is unitary. 
The theory of unitary linear systems whose state space and coefficient 
space are Hilbert spaces is an axiomatization of the Nagy-Foias invariant 
subspace theory [19] which is due to M. S. Brodskii [9]. The transfer 
function of such a system is characterized as a power series with operator 
coefficients which represents a function with contractive values in the unit 
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disk. If W(z) = C W, z” is the transfer function of such a linear system, then 
so is W*(z) = C Vn z*. 
The theory of linear systems which is now contructed is one-sided. If 
W(z) is the transfer function of an observable, contractive, and conjugate- 
isometric linear system, then in general W*(z) is not the transfer function 
of such a system. A characterization of the transfer functions of observable, 
contractive, and conjugate-isometric linear systems is not known. Examples 
of such functions appear in the theory of square summable power series 
with coefficients in a Krein space. 
Since the coefficient space W is assumed to be a Krein space, a Hilbert 
space %+ exists, which is contained continuously and isometrically in 5~7, 
such that the orthogonal complement of V+ in V is the anti-space C of a 
Hilbert space. Let W+(z) be the Hilbert space of square summable power 
series f(z) = C a,z” with coefficients in %+ , 
Let W-(z) be the anti-space of a Hilbert space whose elements are square 
summable power series f(z) = C a,,~” with coefficients in W-, 
Define W(z) to be the unique Krein space which contains U+(z) and C(z) 
isometrically as orthogonal subspaces and which is spanned by these 
spaces. The definition of the space U(z) does not depend on the choice of 
decomposition of %?. 
The scalar product in V(z) is given by 
U-(z)> g(z)).,,, = 1 b, anr 
where f(z) = C a,,~” and g(z) =C b,z”. The elements of the space are 
convergent power series in the unit disk. The expression (1 - zW)-’ c 
belongs to the space as a function of z for every vector c when w  belongs to 
the unit disk. The identity 
c f(w)= (S(z), (l-z@)-’ C)Y(z) 
holds for every element f(z) of the space. 
Multiplication by z is a continuous and isometric transformation of the 
space U(z) into itself. The adjoint transformation is the difference-quotient 
580/8l/2-2 
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transformation, which takes f(z) into [f(z)-f(O)]/z. The identity for 
difference-quotients 
([f(z) -f(O)llz> [g(z) -dO)l/z)%yz, 
= (f(z),g(z)),(=,-g(O)~f(O) 
holds for all elementsf(z) and g(z) of the space. 
Use is made of complementation theory [7] to construct other Krein 
spaces. If a Krein space 9 is contained continuously and contractively in a 
Krein space S, then a unique Krein space 22 exists, which is contained 
continuously and contractively in 2, such that the inequality 
Cc, c>~ G (a, a)9 + (b, b), 
holds whenever c= a + b with a in 9 and b in 2, and such that every 
element c of 2 admits a decomposition for which equality holds. The 
space 2? is called the complementary space to B in Y?. 
Minimal decomposition is unique. The element a of 9 which appears in 
the minimal decomposition of c is obtained from c under the adjoint of the 
inclusion of P? in 2’. The element b of 9 which appears in the minimal 
decomposition of c is obtained from c under the adjoint of the inclusion of 
22 in 2. 
A construction of spaces which are contained continuously and contrac- 
tively in V(z) and which are invariant under the difference-quotient 
transformation is due to de Branges and Rovnyak [S]. 
THEOREM 1. A Krein space 2, which is contained continuously and con- 
tractively in V(z), is invariant under the difference-quotient transformation, 
f(z) into [f(z) -f (0)1/z, and satisfies the inequality for difference-quotients 
< Cf (z) -f (0)1/z, [f(z) -f @)I/~>, 
d (f(z),f(z)>~-f(O)-f(O) 
zy, and only tf, the complementary space & to 2 in g(z) is invariant under 
multiplication by z and multiplication by z is contractive in the space. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let A’ be the unique Krein space such that mul- 
tiplication by z is an isometry of &? onto A’. Let &” be the unique Krein 
space, whose elements are power series f(z) with vector coefficients such 
that u(z)-f(O)]/z belongs to 2, 
(Cf (z) -f (O)l/z9 i%(z) -g(O)l/z), 
= (f(z),g(z)),,-g(O)-f(O). 
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Since X is contained continuously and contractively in 9?(z) and since 
the identity for difference-quotients holds in V(z), the space X’ is 
contained continuously and contractively in q(z). Since A is contained 
continuously and contractively in U(z) and since multiplication by z is 
continuous and isometric in V(z), the space A” is contained continuously 
and contractively in U(z). It will be shown that A’ is the complementary 
space to X’ in V(z). 
Iff(z) is in X”’ and if g(z) is in A, then 
(f(z) + zg(zMz) + z &))W(z, 
= ([f(z) -f@)llz +&h Cf(z) -f(O)l/z +&D,(z) 
+.m) - f(O) 
Q ( u-(z) -S(O)l/z, Cfb) -.m)llz>.e 
+ C&h dz)>.d +f@-J-(O) 
G u(zMz)>JYY’+ <z&L zg(z)),s. 
If h(z) is an element of W(z), then [h(z)-h(O)]/z is an element of q:(z) 
which admits a decomposition 
C&l - W)llz =&f(z) + g(z) 
withf(z) in X and g(z) in .A’ such that 
( [h(z) - W)llz, C&) - wvllz),,*, 
= <f(z),f(z)).w + <g(z), dz)).dz. 
Then h(z) admits a decomposition 
h(z) = h(O) + zf(z) + z g(z) 
with h(0) + zf(z) in X’ and z g(z) in A!’ such that 
(h(z), ml hyz) 
= <w)+zf(z)? W)+zf(z)),,+ <Z&),Z&)),~. 
This completes the verification that A!’ is the complementary space to X’ 
in %7(z). 
The space X is invariant under the difference-quotient transformation 
and the inequality for difference-quotients holds in A? if, and only if, 2 is 
contained contractively in 2’. The space Jt! is invariant under mul- 
tiplication by z and multiplication by z is contractive in A! if, and only if, 
A!’ is contained contractively in A. But it is clear from the definition of a 
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complementary space that 2 is contained contractively in 2” if, and only 
if, A’ is contained contractively in A. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
The proof of the theorem also shows that the difference-quotient trans- 
formation is continuous in 2 and that multiplication by z is continuous 
in 4?. 
If B(z) is a power series with operator coefficients such that mul- 
tiplication by B(z) is a contractive transformation of g(z) into itself, then 
multiplication by B(z) is continuous in W(z) by the closed graph theorem. 
The range &Z(B) of multiplication by B(z) in W(z) is a Krein space when 
considered with the unique scalar product such that multiplication by B(z) 
is a partial isometry of Q?(z) onto M(B). The space A(B) is invariant 
under multiplication by z. And multiplication by z is contractive in J(B). 
The complementary space X’(B) to A(B) in ‘Z(z) is invariant under the 
difference-quotient transformation. The inequality for difference-quotients 
([f(z) -f(O)l/z, Cf(z) -f(o)llz>m(B, 
d (f(47f(zD~cB) -f(O) f(O) 
holds for all elementsf(z) of the space. 
A construction of observable, contractive, and conjugate-isometric linear 
systems is due to de Branges and Rovnyak [S]. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that B(z) is a power series with operator coef- 
ficients such that multiplication by B(z) is contractive in U(z). Then a con- 
tractive and conjugate-isometric linear system exists with state space 3?(B) 
and transfer function B(z) whose main transformation takes f(z) into 
[f(z)-f(O)]/z, whose input transformation takes c into [B(z)- B(O)] c/z, 
whose output transformation takes f(z) into f(O), and whose external 
operator is B(0). 
Proof of Theorem 2. If B’(z) = z B(z), multiplication by B’(z) is a con- 
tractive transformation in V(z), and multiplication by z is an isometric 
transformation of d(B) onto &(B’). By the proof of Theorem 1, the space 
%(B’) is the set of power series f(z) with vector coefficients such that 
[f(z) -f (O)]/z belongs to Z(B). The identity 
([f(z) -f(O)l/z, c&)-g(o)l/z).@m 
= <f(z),g(z))JryLr,-g(O)rf(O) 
holds for all elements f(z) and g(z) of X(B’). 
The space &(B’) is contained continuously and contractively in the 
space A(B). A theorem in complementation theory [7] implies that mul- 
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tiplication by B(z) acts as a partial isometry of 9? onto the complementary 
space B(B) to &Z(F) in A(B). The space &I(B) is isometrically equal to 
the complementary space to X(B) in Z(B’). 
The main transformation, the input transformation, the output transfor- 
mation, and the external operator of the desired linear system are now seen 
to exist and be continuous. The transfer function of the linear system is 
easily seen to be B(z). The conjugate-isometric property of the linear 
system is immediate from a computation of adjoints of these transfor- 
mations which will now be made. 
The adjoint of the transformation of Z”(B) into V which takesf(z) into 
f(0) is the transformation which takes c into [ 1 - B(z) B(O)] c. Let the 
adjoint of the transformation of %? into X(B) which takes c into 
[B(z) - B(O)] c/z be denotedf(z) into f-(O). Then the adjoint of the trans- 
formation of Z(B) into itself which takesf(z) into [f(z)-f(O)]/2 is the 
transformation which takes f(z) into zf(z) - B(z)f-(0). 
The conjugate-isometric property of the linear system is now easily 
verified. Since the defining matrix of the linear system has an isometric 
adjoint, the matrix is a partial isometry. The defining matrix is shown to be 
contractive by showing that its kernel is a Hilbert space. 
The kernel consists of the column vectors whose upper entry is an 
element f(z) of X(B) and whose lower entry is a vector c such that 
f(z) + B(z) c = 0. 
Since the kernel is a Krein space [7], it is verified to be a Hilbert space by 
showing that the inequality 
holds for any suchf(z) and c. The inequality 
u-(WWqi) + (B(z) C? B(z) C),(B) 2 0 
holds because a(B) is the complementary space to S’(B) in X(B’). The 
desired inequality follows because multiplication by B(z) is a contractive 
partial isometry of V onto 5!+?(B). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
A more general result is obtained by the same argument. Assume that %’ 
is a Krein space whose elements are formal power series with vector coef- 
ficients such that a continuous transformation of JP into % is defined by 
takingf(z) intof(0). Assume also that a continuous transformation of ~9 
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into itself is defined by taking f(z) into [S(z)-f(O)]/z and that the 
inequality for difference-quotients 
(Cf(z) -f(O)l/z, Cf(z)-f(o)llz>.w 
6 (f(z),f(z)>~-f(o)-f(o) 
is always satisfied. Let &?’ be the Krein space of power seriesf(z) with vec- 
tor coefficients such that [f(z)-f(O)]/z belongs to 2, 
(Cf(z)-f(O)llz~ C&-dO)l/z), 
= (f(Z)? g(z)).,,-g(O)-f(O). 
Then X is contained continuously and contractively in 2’. Let g be the 
complementary space to 2 in 2’. If a contractive partial isometry exists of 
%? onto g’, then a unique power series B(z) with operator coefficients exists 
such that the action of the partial isometry on any vector c is B(z) c. A 
contractive and conjugate isometric linear system exists with state space 2 
and transfer function B(z). The main transformation takes f(z) into 
[f(z) -f(O)]/z. The input transformation takes c into [B(z) - B(O)] c/z. 
The output transformation takes f(z) into f(0). And the external operator 
is B(0). 
Any such Krein space will be denoted as a space X(B). It is not known 
whether such a space, when it exists, is uniquely determined by B(z). What 
is known is that the most general observable, contractive, and conjugate- 
isometric linear system with transfer function B(z) is essentially of this 
form. 
THEOREM 3. If a contractive and conjugate-isometric linear system (“, i) 
with state space X and transfer function W(z) is observable, then an 
isometric transformation of Y? onto a space Z(W) is defined by taking each 
element of X into the power series 
1 C A”f z”. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Since the given linear system is observable, it can 
be assumed without loss of generality that each element f of 2 is a power 
series f(z) with vector coefficients in such a way that 
f(z)=xCA”fz”. 
Then A takes an element f(z) of 2 into [f(z) -f (O)]/z. And B takes a 
vector c into [W(z) - W(O)] c/z. And C takes an element f(z) of 2 into 
f (0). And D takes a vector c into W(0) c. 
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Let Y?’ be the Krein space of power series J(z) with vector coefficients 
such that [f(z) -f(O)]/z belongs to X, 
(C./-(z) -f(O)llz, Cg(z)-dO)l/z)2e 
= (f(Z)> g(z))w-g(O)-f(O). 
Then 2’ can be identified with the Cartesian product of Y? and V. The 
defining matrix of the linear system corresponds to the transformation of 
2 into itself which takes f(z) into [f(z)-f(O)]/z+ W(z)f(O). By 
hypothesis the transformation is a contractive partial isometry of 2’ onto 
itself. It follows that 2 is contained continuously and contractively in X’ 
and that multiplication by W(z) is a contractive partial isometry of %? onto 
the complementary space to 2 in 2”. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
A construction of unitary linear systems from observable, contractive, 
and conjugate-isometric linear systems is due to de Branges and Rovnyak 
[S]. A stepwise construction of the linear system is now made. 
Let X(B) be a given space. Assume thatf(z) is an element of X(B) and 
that c is a vector such that zf(z) - B(z) c belongs to X(B). Since the space 
X(B) is contained continuously and contractively in a space Z(P), 
B’(z) = z B(z), such that multiplication by B(z) acts as a contractive partial 
isometry of W onto the complementary space to X(B) in X(B’), the 
inequality 
(zf(z), Zf(Z)).w(B7 
Q (zfb) - B(z) c, z&f(z) - W) C)X(B) + c- c 
is satisfied, where 
<f(zM-b)>rn(B, = (zf(z), zf(z)>.w, . 
If r is a nonnegative integer, define power seriesf(z) and g(z) with vector 
coefficients to be r-equivalent if the difference g(z) -f(z) is divisible by zr 
as a power series with vector coefficients. 
Let 52,(B) be the space of pairs (f(z), g(z)) consisting of an element f(z) 
of X’(B) and an r-equivalence class of power series g(z) = C a, z” with 
vector coefficients such that 
z’f(z)-B(z)(a,z’-‘+ ... +a,-,) 
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belongs to &C(B). If (h(z), k(z)) belongs to 9JB) and if k(z) = C b, z”, 
define 
((f(z), g(z)), VG), &)))%3,(B) 
= (z’f(z) - B(z)(a, z’-l + . . . + a,_ 1), 
z’h(z)-B(z)(b, z’-’ + ... + b,~l))XcBl 
+b, a,+ ... +bl-la,-,. 
The transformation which takes f(z) into (f(z), 0) is an isometry of 
J?(B) onto go(B). An isometric transformation of 9,(B) into Z&+,(B) is 
obtained by taking (f(z), g(z)) into (h(z), k(z)) where h(z)=f(z), 
k(z) = C u, z” is r-equivalent to g(z), and a, is obtained from 
z’f(z) - B(z)(uo zrp ’ + . . . + a,- 1) 
under the adjoint of the transformation of W into X(B) which takes c into 
CW) - B(O)1 c/z, 
The orthogonal complement of the range of the transformation consists 
of the elements (u(z), v(z)) of L@~+ ,(B) such that U(Z) = 0 and such that u(z) 
is r-equivalent to zero. The set of such elements is a Hilbert subspace of 
C&+,(B). An inductive argument shows that Lag is a Krein space for 
every nonnegative integer r. A contractive partial isometry of cB~:, i(B) onto 
9JB) is defined by taking every element of 9JB) into its r-equivalence 
class. 
A transformation of ~3~~ i(B) into 97JB) is defined by taking (f(z), g(z)) 
into 
(zf(z) - B(z) g(O), [g(z) -dO)l/z) 
and the identity 
<(zf(z) - Hz)g(OL k(z) -LdO)l/z), 
(zf(z) - B(z) g(O), k(z) -do)lIz)>wi) 
= ((f(z), g(z)), (f(z), dz)))9r+,(B) -g(O)- g(O) 
is satisfied. The adjoint transformation of 9,(B) into 9$+ ,(B) is defined by 
taking (f(z), g(z)) into 
([f(z) -f(O)l/z, z&Y(z) - B*(z)f(O)) 
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and the identity 
(([f(z) -f(O)llG z R(Z) - B*(z)S(O)L 
([f(z) -f(O)l/G z R(Z) -- B*(z)l‘(o))),. I(B) 
= <(f(=)t R(Z)), (f(z), g(z))),,,,, -f(O) f(O) 
is satisfied. Here B*(z) = x B,; zn if B(z) = 1 B, z”. 
The extension space .9(B) of S’(B) is the set of pairs (f(z), g(z)) of 
power series with vector coefficients, which represent elements of 9,(B) for 
every nonnegative integer r, such that 
((f‘(z), g(z)), (f(Z), &)))%,/I, 
is a bounded function of r. The sequence of such self-products is a non- 
decreasing function of r. The scalar product of elements (f(z), g(z)) and 
(h(z), k(z)) of 9(B) is defined by 
= lim((f(z), g(z)), (h(z), k(~)))~,~~). 
The space S?(B) is a Krein space. A contractive partial isometry of 9(B) 
onto gr(B) is defined by taking each element of 9(B) into the element of 
Q,(B) which it represents. 
The extension space 9(B) of JV( B) is the state space of a unitary linear 
system with transfer function B(z). 
THEOREM 4. If X(B) is a given space, then a unitary linear system with 
state space 5?(B) and transfer function B(z) exists such that the main trans- 
formation takes (f(z), g(z)) info 
(LO=)-f‘W)ll=, zg(z)- B*(z)./-(O)), 
such that the input transformation takes c into 
([B(z) - B(O)1 c/z, Cl -B*(z) B(O)1 c), 
such that the output transformation rakes (f(z),g(z)) into f(O), and such thar 
the external operator is B(0). 
Proof of Theorem 4. The theorem is proved by showing that a con- 
jugate-isometric linear system with state space 9,(B) and transfer function 
B(z) exists for every nonnegative integer r which has the stated main 
transformation, input transformation, output transformation, and external 
operator. The unitary property of the resulting linear system is then easily 
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verified by showing that no nonzero column vector lies in the kernel of its 
defining matrix. 
The output transformation is a continuous transformation of 2$(B) into 
9? whose adjoint will now be computed. 
Write B(z) = C B, z”. If c is a vector and if r is nonnegative integer, then 
zrc- B(z)(&z’+ ... +B,) c 
is an element of A?(B) such that the identity 
cca,=(f(z),z’c-B(z)(&z’+ ... +&)c),,,, 
holds for every element f(z) = C a, zn of X(B). 
A proof of the identity is obtained on considering the space X(B,+ 1) 
where B,, 1(z) = zr+ ’ B(z). Then zr c belongs to X’(B,+ r) and the identity 
c a, = (f(Z)? zr &(B,+,) 
holds for every element f(z) = C a, zn of X(B, + r). But X(B) is contained 
continuously and contractively in X’( B,, I ) and multiplication by B(z) is a 
contractive partial isometry of the set of polynomials in U(z) of degree at 
most r onto the complementary space to X(B) in X(B,+ ,). It is easily 
verified that the minimal decomposition of z’ c as an element of X(Br+ 1) 
is obtained with 
z’ c - B(z)(& zr + . . . + B,) c 
as the element of 2”(B) and with 
B(z)(B, z’+ ... + B,) c 
as the element of the complementary space to X(B) in %‘(B,+ 1). The 
stated identity in X’(B) follows. 
The adjoint of the difference-quotient transformation in ST(B) takes 
z’c- B(z)(&z’+ ... + B,) c 
into 
It follows that 
Z r+~c-B(z)(&,z’+‘+ ... +B,+,)c. 
(Cl - B(z) &O)l c, [B*(z) - &O)l c/z) 
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belongs to 9JB) and is orthogonal to every element of 9,(B) with first 
coordinate zero. Since the adjoint of the transformation of X(B) into V 
which takes f(z) into f(0) is the transformation which takes c into 
Cl -B(z) m)l c, 
the adjoint of the transformation of 9JB) into % which takes (S(z), g(z)) 
intof(0) is the transformation which takes c into 
([ 1 - B(z) B(O)] c, [B*(z)- B(O)] c/z). 
A similar argument shows that 
([B(z) - B(O)1 c/z, Cl -B*(z) B(O)1 c) 
belongs to 9,(B) for every vector c and is orthogonal to every element of 
9,(B) which represents the zero element of 9i(B). It is easily verified that 
the adjoint of the transformation of 9,(B) into % which takes (f(z), g(z)) 
into g(0) is the transformation which takes c into 
([B(z) - W)l c/z, Cl - B*(z) W)l c). 
It follows that the adjoint of the transformation of C&(B) into 9~’ which 
takes (f(z), g(z)) into g(0) has the same form for all positive integers r. 
The adjoint of the transformation of 9JB) into itself which takes 
(f(z), g(z)) into 
(u-(z) -f(O)llz, z g(z) - B*(z)f(O)) 
is the transformation which takes (f(z), g(z)) into 
(z 4) - B(z) k(O), [k(z) -40)1/z), 
where (h(z), k(z)) is the unique element of gr+,(B) which represents 
(f(z), g(z)) and which is orthogonal to elements of 9?+ ,(B) which 
represent the zero element of C&(B). 
A linear system with state space 9JB) and transfer function B(z) has 
been constructed. A straightforward calculation shows that the linear 
system is conjugate-isometric.’ 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
A construction of LivSic and Potapov [ 131 produces a unitary linear 
system whose transfer function is the product of the transfer functions of 
two given unitary linear systems. The present account of the construction 
follows Bart, Gohberg, and Kaashoek [3]. 
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Assume that G?(A) and Q(C) are given spaces. Then the Cartesian 
product 9(A) x9(C) is the state space of a unitary linear system with 
transfer function B(z) = A(z) C(z). Thus the elements of the state space of 
the product system are pairs consisting of an element (f(z), g(z)) of %(A) 
and an element (h(z), k(z)) of .9(C). The main transformation of the 
product system takes the pair of elements (f;(z), g,(z)) of Q(A) and 
(h,(z), k,(z)) of 9(C) into the pair of elements (.l;(z), g2(z)) of G?(A) and 
(&(z), k,(z)) of 5?(C) where 
./-2(z)= u-i(Z) -J;(O)l/z+ [A(z) + A(O)1 h,(O)lG 
rr*(z)=zg,(~)-~*(~).~,(o)- Cl -A’(-“4AOl h,(O), 
hz(z) = [h,(z) -h,(O)Ilz, 
k,(z) = z k,(z)- c*(z) h,(O). 
The input transformation of the product system takes a vector c into the 
pair consisting of the element 
([A(z) - A(O)] C(O) c/z, [I -A*(z) A(O)1 C(O) c) 
of 9( A ) and the element 
([C(z) - C(O)1 c/z, c 1 - c*(z) C(O)1 c) 
of 9(C). The output transformation of the product system takes the pair 
consisting of the element (f(z), g(z)) of 9(A) and the element (h(z), k(z)) 
of 9(C) into the vector f(0) + A(O)h(O). The external operator of the 
product system is A(0) C(0). 
The overlapping space Y of Q(A) and 9(C) is the set of pairs 
(f(z), g(z)) of power series with vector coefficients such that 
(A(z)f(z), -g(z)) belongs to S(A) and (-j’(z), C*(z)g(z)) belongs to 
9(C). It may happen that the overlapping space is a Hilbert space when 
considered with the unique scalar product such that the natural embedding 
in ,9(A) x S(C) is an isometry. The scalar product of elements (f(z), g(z)) 
and (u(z), D(Z)) of 9 is then 
(u-(z), g(=)). (u(z), t’(z))>9 
= ((A(z)f(zh -g(z)), (A(z) u(z), -u(z)))w, 
+ ((-f(z), c*(z)&)), (-u(z), c*(z) 4Z)))Lqc.). 
An isometric transformation of Y onto itself is then defined by taking 
(f(z), g(z)) into 
(u-(z) -.f(O)l/z zg(=) +f(O)). 
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Another construction of a linear system whose transfer function B(z) is 
the product B(z) = A(z) C(Z) of the transfer functions ,4(z) and C(z) of two 
given linear systems is due to de Branges and Rovnyak [8]. Spaces X(A), 
H(B), and X(C) are assumed to exist, The factorization is said to be 
observable if the space .#(A) is contained continuously and contractively 
in the space 2(B) and if multiplication by A(Z) is a contractive partial 
isometry of X(C) onto the complementary space to .#‘(A) in H(B). 
THEOREM 5. Assume that .W( A), S’(B), and X(C) are spaces such 
that B(z) = A(z) C(z). The factorization is ohsercahle IX and only & the 
overlapping space gU of Q(A) and 3(C) is a Hilbert space. A contractice 
partially isometric transformation of 9( A) x 9(C) onto 9(B) is then defined 
by taking the pair consisting of an elemenf (f(z), g(z)) of B(A) and an 
element (h(z), k(z)) of 9(C) into 
(f(z) + A(z) h(z), k(z) + C*(z) g(z)). 
Proof of Theorem 5. Assume that the factorization is observable. A 
construction will be made of the desired contractive transformation of 
D(A) x 3(C) onto 22(B). 
If (f(z), g(z)) is a given element of O(A), define elements (f”(z), g,,(z)) of 
9(A) inductively by f,(z) =.f(~) and g”(z) =R(z) and by 
f,,(=)=--f,-,(Z)-A(=)R,, ,(O) 
and 
g,(z) = cgn- I(Z) -gn ,W)l/= 
when n is positive. 
If (h(z). k(z)) is a given element of 3(C), define elements (h,,(z), k,(z)) of 
9(C) inductively by h,(z) = h(z) and k,(z) =k(z) and by 
W)=zk I(=)-C(z)k,, ,(O)+ Cl -C(z)C(O)lg, I(O) 
and 
k,,(z) = Ck,, ,(=I -k, - ,(O)l/= + cc*(z) - C(O)1 gn- ,(0)/z 
when n is positive. 
If the series u(z) and u(z) are defined by 
u(z) =f (z) + A(z) h(z) 
and 
u(z) = k(z) + c*(z) g(z), 
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define elements (u,(z), v,(z)) of 9(B) inductively by u,(z)=u(z) and 
uO(z) = u(z) and by 
dz) = z u,- l(Z) - B(z) fJ,- l(O) 
and 
u,(z) = CO”- I(Z) - un- ,@)I/2 
when n is positive. Then the identities 
u,(z) =fn(z) + A(z) Mz) 
and 
u,(z) = k(z) + c*(z) g,(z) 
hold for every nonnegative integer n. And the identities 
((L(z), g,(z)), K(z), &l(z)) )9’(A) 
= <“fn-l(z),g,-l(z)h (Sel(Z), sn-l(z)))wl) 
-g,-,(O)- &-l(O) 
and 
(vbl(Z)> Mz)), (k(z), u4)&4(C) 
= <(k-l(Z), k-lb)), (h,~l(z),k,-l(z))),,,, 
+g,-1(O)- g,-,(O)-~,-l(O)r u,-,(O) 
hold when n is positive. 
If v(z) = C a, zn, then the inequality 
(U”(Z), %l(z)>,(B, 
G (.fn(ZMZ)>XCA, + (k(z), Uz))JP,c, 
implies the inequality 
(z n+ l u(z) - B(z)(ao zn + . . . + a,), 
zn+’ u(z) - B(z)(a, zn + . . . + a,)),(,) 
+a, a,+ ... +a, a, 
d <(f(z), g(z)), (f(Z)? g(z)))w4) 
+ ((h(Z)> W)h (h(z), &)))2w 
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The inequality 
((4z), dz)L (4zh a--)))ucs, 
< <u-(z). g(z))3 (f(z), R(Z))),,,, 
+ ((h(=), 4z)), (h(~), 4=))),,,., 
now follows by the definition of the space 9(B). 
This verifies that a contractive transformation of Q(A) x 9(C) into U(B) 
is defined by taking the pair consisting of an element (f(z), g(z)) of 9(A) 
and an element (h(z), k(z)) of ,9(C) into the element (u(z), c(z)) of 9(B) 
defined by 
u(z) =f(z) + A(z) h(z) 
and 
u(z) = k(z) + c*(z) g(z). 
Under this transformation, the main transformation of the linear system 
with state space 9(A) x 9(C) and transfer function B(z) corresponds to the 
main transformation of the linear system with state space 9(B) and 
transfer function B(z). The adjoint of the main transformation of the 
linear system with state space 9(,4)x9(C) and transfer function B(z) 
corresponds to the adjoint of the main transformation of the linear system 
with state space G(B) and transfer function B(z). 
The adjoint of the transformation of Q(A) x 9(C) into 9(B) is com- 
putable on certain elements of 9(B). If c is a vector, then the adjoint 
transformation takes the element 
([ 1 - B(z) B(O)] c, [B*(z)- B(O)] c/z) 
of Q(B) into the pair consisting of the element 
([ 1 -A(z) j(O)] c, [A*(z) - A(O)] c/z) 
of 9(A) and the element 
([ 1 - C(z) C(O)] A(0) c, [c*(z) - C(O)] J(O) c/z) 
of 9(C). If c is a vector, then the adjoint transformation takes the element 
([B(z) - B(O)1 c/z, c 1 - B*(z) B(O)1 c) 
of 9(B) into the pair consisting of the element 
([A(z) - A(O)1 C(O) c/z, Cl - A*(z) A(O)1 C(O) c) 
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of 9(A) and the element 
([C(z) - C(O)] cjz, [ 1 - c*(z) C(O)] c) 
of ch( C). 
The domain of the adjoint transformation is invariant under the main 
transformation of the linear system with state space 9(B) and transfer 
function B(z). The domain of the adjoint transformation is also invariant 
under the adjoint of the main transformation of the linear system with state 
space Q(B) and transfer function B(z). 
Under the adjoint transformation, the main transformation of the linear 
system with state space 9(B) and transfer function B(z) corresponds to the 
main transformation of the linear system with state space 9(A) x 9(C) and 
transfer function B(z). The adjoint of the main transformation of the linear 
system with state space 9(B) and transfer function B(z) corresponds to the 
adjoint of the main transformation of the linear system with state space 
Q(A) x 8(C) and transfer function B(Z). 
It is now easily verified that the transformation of 9(,4)x 59(C) into 
Q(B) has a densely defined adjoint. The transformation is continuous by 
the closed graph theorem. It is also easily verified that the adjoint transfor- 
mation is isometric on a dense subset of S(S). The adjoint transformation 
is therefore an isometry of Q(B) into 9(A ) x 9(C). This completes the 
verification that the transformation of 9(A) x 9(C) into 9(B) is a contrac- 
tive partial isometry of S?(A) x 9(C) onto 9(B). 
The overlapping space Y of B(A) and Q(C) is a Hilbert space because it 
is a parametrization of the kernel of a contractive partial isometry. It will 
now be shown that the factorization is observable if the overlapping space 
Y is a Hilbert space. 
Assume that f(z) is an element of X(A), that h(z) is an element of 
m(C), and that 
U(Z) =j(z) + A(z) h(z). 
Let g(z) be the unique power series with vector coefficients such that 
(f(z), g(z)) belongs to 9(A) and is orthogonal to elements of 9(A) with 
vanishing Iirst coordinate. Let k(z) be the unique power series with vector 
coefficients such that (h(z), k(z)) belongs to 9(C) and is orthogonal to 
elements of k%(C) with vanishing first coordinate. Then the power series 
o(z) = k(z) + c*(z) g(z) 
determines an element (u(z), L’(Z)) of Q(B) such that 
((u(z), u(z)), (u(z), U(Z)))9(f?) 
G <(f(z), g(z))* (f(z), dZ)))Y(“) 
+ ((h(z), k(z)), (h(z), k(z))),,,,. 
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Since the inequality 
<u(z), u(z) )X(B) G <(u(z), u(z)), (u(z), U(ZNLs,(B) 
is satisfied, this obtains the inequality 
<u(z), u(z) > X(B) d (f(49fwx(a,+ (h(z), h(z)),,,,. 
It will now be shown that every element U(Z) of X(B) admits a decom- 
position for which equality holds. Let u(z) be the unique power series with 
vector coefficients such that (u(z), u(z)) belongs to 9(B) and is orthogonal 
to elements of 9(B) with first coordinate zero. Let (f(z), g(z)) be the 
unique element of 9(A) and let (h(z), k(z)) be the unique element of 9(C) 
such that 
(U(Z)? u(z)) = (f(z) + A(z) h(z), k(z) + c*(z) g(z)), 
and such that 
((u(z), u(z)), (u(z), U(Z)))9(B) 
= <(f(z), g(z)), (f(z), &)))9:(,4) 
+ <(h(z), Wz)), (h(Z)? 4z))),,c,. 
The inequalities 
(f(zLf(z) > X’(A) G ((f(Z)> g(z)), (f(z), &)))9(,4) 
and 
<h(z),h(z) )wc, 6 ((h(z), &))3 (h(z), &))),,c, 
now imply the inequality 
(u(z), U(Z)).w?)~ <f(Z)Yfb))X,A) + (h(z), h(Z))AyC). 
Equality holds because the reverse inequality has previously been verified. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
A dimension inequality which is due to Beurling [4] and Lax [12] is 
relevant to the construction of spaces X(B) which are contained con- 
tinuously and contractively in V(z). A generalization of the Beurling-Lax 
theorem applies when the coefficient space is a Krein space. The argument 
used in the proof is due to Rovnyak [17]. 
THEOREM 6. Assume that the coefficient space % has finite dimension. 
Let J%! be a Krein space, which is contained continuously in Q?(z), such that 
580,81!2-3 
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multiplication by z is an isometric transformation of ./I into itselj: Let A9 be 
the orthogonal complement in Jl of the range oj multiplication by z in .A. 
Then the dimension of W is Iexv than or equal to the dimension of %‘. 
Proof of Theorem 6. Let 9+ be the choice of a Hilbert space, which is 
contained continuously and isometrically in 9?, such that the orthogonal 
complement of @+ in B is the anti-space $ of a Hilbert space. Let A+ be 
the smallest closed subspace of JZ which contains .%?+ and is invariant 
under multiplication by z. Let .I be the smallest closed subspace of .,#Y 
which contains @- and is invariant under multiplication by z. Then .4t+ is 
a Hilbert space and .4 is the anti-space of a Hilbert space. The spaces 
.X+ and A are orthogonal subspaces of J? which span .,K. 
Tff(z) belongs to 9Y and if g(2) is a square summable power series with 
complex coefficients, then f(z) g(z) belongs to A. Multiplication by f(z) is 
a continuous transformation of the space of square summable power series 
with complex coefficients into .1. If c is a vector, then a continuous trans- 
formation of W(z) into the space of square summable power series with 
complex coeflicients is defined by taking h(z) into c- h(z). 
Iff(z) belongs to a and if c is a vector, then c /(z) is a square sum- 
mable power series with complex coellicients which delines a bounded mul- 
tiplication in the space of square summable power series with complex 
coefficients. It follows that c-f(z) represents a bounded function in the 
unit disk. 
It will be shown that a does not contain an orthogonal set of r + 1 non- 
zero elements where r is the dimension of V’. Argue by contradiction, 
assuming that such elements .fJz), . . . . f,(z) exist. Let cU, . . . . c, be 
corresponding vectors which span V. It follows that the (r + 1) x (r + l)- 
matrix whose entry in the ith row and jth column is c,--.f,(z) has deter- 
minant zero. Expansion of the determinant yields an identity of the form 
f&)g,(z)+ ... +fr(z)g,t~)=O. 
where g,(z), . . . . g,(z) are power series with complex coefficients which 
represent bounded functions in the unit disk. 
Each series gk(z) = 1 akn 2” is a square summable power series with 
complex coefficients. Since the terms in the expansion of zero 
0 = C a,,f,(z) zN 
form an orthogonal set in ~7, each term is zero. 
Since each of the coefficients ak,, of gk(-?) is zero, each of the determinants 
gl(z) is zero. An inductive argument now shows that all determinants of 
square submatrices of the starting (r + 1) x (r + I )-matrix are zero. In par- 
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titular each entry c; f,(z) is zero. A contradiction is obtained since c,,, . . . . c, 
span % and since none of the seriesfo(z), . . ..fJz) vanishes identically. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Note that the conclusion of the theorem is true trivially when the dimen- 
sion of the coefficient space V is infinite since ‘&Z(z) then has the same 
dimension as V. 
Another generalization of the Beurling-Lax theorem applies when the 
Pontryagin index of the coefficient space is finite. 
THEOREM 7. Assume that the Pontryagin index of the coeSjicient space G?? 
is .finite. Let .k he a Krein space, which is contained continuously and houn- 
dedly in V(z), such that multiplication by z is an isometric transformation of 
.4? into itself: Let 33 be the orthogonal complement in JY of the range of mul- 
tiplication by z in .M. Then the Pontryagin index of 9J is less than or equal to 
the Pontryagin index of W:. 
Proof of Theorem 7. It will be shown that Z@ does not contain an 
orthogonal set of r + 1 elements with negative self-products where r is the 
Pontryagin index of V. 
Argue by contradiction, assuming that such elements fO(z), . . . . f,(z) 
exist. Let cO, . . . . c, be corresponding vectors which span an r-dimensional 
subspace of % in which all self-products are nonpositive, such that 
the orthogonal complement of cO, . . . . c, in V is a Hilbert space. The 
(r + 1 )x (r + l)-matrix whose entry in the ith row and jth column is 
c; f,(z) has determinant zero. Expansion of the determinant yields a power 
series 
h(z) =fo(=)g,(z)+ ... +f,(z)g,(z) 
whose coefftcients belong to the orthogonal complement %‘+ in %? of 
C”, . . . . c,. The power series g,(z), . . . . g,(z) have complex coefficients and 
represent bounded functions in the unit disk. 
Since each series gk(z) = x akn z” is a square summable power series with 
complex coeflicients, h(z) belongs to A. Since fO(z), . . . . f,(z) belong to a 
subspace W _ of .A which is the anti-space of a Hilbert space, the series h(z) 
belongs to a subspace .I- of .I which is the anti-space of a Hilbert space. 
Thus the self-product of h(z) is nonpositive in 4. 
Since the inclusion of .I in g(z) is bounded, a positive number I exists 
such that 
(h(z), W))s,,, < t(h(z), h(z))., 
It follows that the self-product of h(z) is nonpositive in V?(z). But since the 
coefftcients of h(z) belong to a Hilbert subspace %‘+ of %, h(z) belongs to a 
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Hilbert subspace g+(z) of g(z). The self-product of h(z) is therefore equal 
to zero in M and in U(z), and h(z) vanishes identically. 
The remainder of the argument is as in the proof of Theorem 6. 
A contradiction is obtained because all series c; A.(z) vanish identically. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
The same conclusion is true trivially when the Pontryagin index of the 
coeffkient space ‘3 is infinite. The Pontryagin index of ‘4?(z) is then equal to 
the Pontryagin index of $9. Since the inclusion of ~2 in V(z) is bounded, the 
Pontryagin index of & is less than or equal to the Pontryagin index of 
V(z). It follows that the Pontryagin index of g is less than or equal to the 
Pontryagin index of %?. 
A reverse inequality is obtained by a similar argument when suitable 
hypotheses are satisfied. 
THEOREM 8. Let A? be a Krein space, whose elements are formal power 
series with vector coefficients, such that a continuous transformation of ~$4 
into (8 is defined by taking f (z) into f (0). A ssume that a continuous transfor- 
mation of X into itself is defined by taking f(z) into [f(z) -f (O)]/z and 
that the identity for difference-quotients 
(Cf(z)-f(O)l/Z, Cgb-dO)l/z), 
= <f(z)>dz)).,-g(O)-f(O) 
is satisfied. Let JV be the Krein space of Laurent series of the form 
z,f+(z)+f-(z-l) where f+(z) belongs to 2 andf-(z) belongs to W(z), 
<zf+(z)+f-(zP1)Yzg+(z)+g-(z-l)L 
= <f+(z),g+(z))Ju + (f-(z),g-(z))qz,. 
Then division by z is an isometric transformation of N into itseg The 
orthogonal complement 93 of the range of division by z in N is a. Krein space 
whose elements are formal power series with vector coefficients. If the 
smallest closed subspace of N which contains 93 and is invariant under 
division by z contains every element of N, then the Pontryagin index of 59 is 
less than or equal to the Pontryagin index of 93, 
Proof of Theorem 8. Let 2’ be the Krein space of formal power series 
f(z) with vector coefficients such that [f(z) -f (O)]/z belongs to #, 
([If(z) -f (0)1/z, Cdz) -g(O)l/z), 
= (f(z),g(z)).,,-g(O)-f(O). 
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Then X is contained isometrically in X’, and g is isometrically equal to 
the orthogonal complement of Y? in 3’“‘. 
Consider a as an abstract Krein space and let B(i) be the space of 
square summable power series with coefficients in S?. A new indeterminate 
[ is used to avoid a confusion which might arise because the elements of 93 
are power series in z. Since division by z is isometric in .N” and since 93 is 
the orthogonal complement in JV” of the range of division by z in .Af, an 
isometric transformation of g’(i) into JV is defined by taking Cf,(z) i” 
into C zpnfn(z). The hypotheses imply that the transformation maps %3(c) 
onto Jlr. 
The elements of N which are power series in z--I form a closed subspace 
of JV which is invariant under division by z. The orthogonal complement 
of the range of division by z in the subspace is isometrically equal to the 
coefficient space g. 
The situation reduces to that of the previous theorem on letting d be 
the set of elements of 93(c) which map into power series in z-l. Since %? is 
then in isometric correspondence with the orthogonal complement in J%? of 
the range of multiplication by [ in J%‘, the Pontryagin index of %? is less 
than or equal to the Pontryagin index of g. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
A stronger conclusion can be made if 2 is contained isometrically in 
W(z). If JZ is the orthogonal complement of X in W(z), then multiplication 
by z is isometric in 4, and S$ coincides with the orthogonal complement in 
J?’ of the range of multtiplication by z in A. The Pontryagin index of 93 is 
then equal to the Pontryagin index of %?. A consideration of anti-spaces 
gives another identity. The Pontryagin index of the anti-space of 9 is equal 
to the Pontryagin index of the anti-space of V. An isometric transformation 
therefore exists of V onto 39,. The transformation coincides with mul- 
tiplication by a power series B(z) with operator coefficients. Multiplication 
by B(z) is isometric in V(z). A space X(B) exists, and it is isometrically 
equal to X. 
This construction of spaces X(B) is due to Beurling [4] when the coef- 
ficient space $9 is the one-dimensional Hilbert space of complex numbers 
with absolute value as norm. The construction is due to Lax [ 121 when the 
coefficient space is a more general Hilbert space. Krein spaces as coefficient 
spaces were first considered by Ball and Helton [2]. They obtained the 
construction when the coefficient space has finite-dimension. The Rovnyak 
proof of the Beurling-Lax theorem allows a simpler derivation of the 
Ball-Helton theorem, and it gives a more general result. 
The construction of spaces Y?(B) which are contained continuously and 
contractively in V(z), but which are not contained isometrically in G%(z), is 
due to de Branges and Rovnyak [S]. They also construct a related 
example of an observable factorization. 
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THEOREM 9. Assume that A(z), B(z), and C(z) are power series with 
operator coefjicients, which define contractive lransformations in W(z), such 
that B(z) = A(z) C(z). Then rhe space X(A) is contained conrinuousiy and 
contractively in the space H(B), and multiplication by A(z) is a contractive 
partial isometry of X’( C) onto the complementary space to X(A) in X(B). 
Proof of Theorem 9. The proof is an application of complementation 
theory. Assume that f(z) belongs to .@(A) and that g(z) belongs to H(C). 
Then 
h(z) =f(z) + A(z) g(z) 
is an element of Z’(B) since the inequality 
holds for every element s(z) of W(z). By the arbitrariness of s(z), the 
inequality 
(f(z) + A(z) g(z),f (z) + A(z) g(z)).x.,m 
G (f(z)7fG)>.Jrca,+ (g(z),g(z))Jr,c, 
is satisfied. 
The inclusion of %(A) in S’(B) is continuous because .X?(A) and X’(B) 
are contained continuously and contractively in W(z) [7]. 
It remains to show that a given element h(z) of W(z) admits a decom- 
position for which equality holds. By continuity, it is sufficient to obtain 
this conclusion in the case that h(z) arises from an element u(z) of W(z) 
under the adjoint of the inclusion of X’(B) in U(z). Let f (z) lx the element 
of S’(A) obtained from u(z) under the adjoint of the inclusion of .%(A) in 
U(z). Let U(Z) be the element of V(z) obtained from u(z) under the adjoint 
of multiplication by A(z) as a transformation in U(z). Then the identity 
<u(z), u(z)),(:,= <Sfz)*ffz)>e4,+ (V(f)* v(z)),,,, 
is satisfied. Let g(z) be the element of X(C) obtained from v(z) under the 
adjoint of the inclusion of X(C) in S’(z). Let s(z) be the element of U(z) 
obtained from v(z) under the adjoint of multiplication by C(z) as a trans- 
formation in W(z). Then the identity 
(G’(z), v(z))s,l,= (g(zhg(z)),-,,, + (s(z), S(Z)>,(z, 
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is satisfied. Since s(z) is the element of W(z) obtained from u(z) under the 
adjoint of multiplication by B(z) as a transformation in W(z), the identity 
(u(z), 4z)),,:, = (h(z), h(z)), (La) + (s(z), SW,(z, 
is satisfied. It follows that 
h(z) =f(z) + A(z) g(z), 
where/(z) is in S’(A), g(z) is in X(C), and the identity 
(h(z), 4z)).#w = (f(Z)lf(Z)>Jf‘,,4, + (g(z)9 &))x-,C) 
is satisfied. 
The elementf(z) of S(A) is obtained from h(z) under the adjoint of the 
inclusion of &‘(A) in P(B). The element g(z) of H(C) is obtained from 
h(z) under the adjoint of multiplication by ,4(z) as a transformation of 
H(C) into S’(B). The same decomposition is obtained by continuity for 
every element h(z) of 3?(B). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
An extension theorem holds for continuous and contractive transfor- 
mations of a space Z’(A) into a space X(B) which commute with the 
differencequotient transformation. 
THEOREM 10. Let T be a continuous and contractioe transformation 
of a space .#‘(A) into a space S’(B) which takes [f(z) -f(O)]/z into 
[g(z) - h(O)]/z whenever it takes f(z) into g(z). Assume that the inequality 
(g(z),g(z)),,.,- i b, bn 
n=O 
G <f(Z)~f(Z))X(A) - 
holds for every nonnegative integer r whenever T takes f(z) =x a, z” into 
g(z) = x 6, z”. And assume that the adjoin! T* of T takes every element of 
X(B) of the form B(z) b for a vector b into an element of X(A) of the form 
A(z) a for a vector a. Then a unique continuous and contractive transfor- 
mation T, of 9(A) into &9(B) exists, which takes 
([f(z)-f’(o)l/z, z~(z)-A*(z)f(O)) 
into 
([h(z) - W)llz, 2 k(z) - B*(z) h(O)) 
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whenever it takes (f(z), g(z)) into (h(z), k(z)), and which annihilates every 
element of 9(A) of the form 
(CA(z) - A(O)1 c/z, [ 1 -A*(z) A(O)] c) 
for a vector c in the kernel of multiplication by A(z), and such that T takes 
f(z) into h(z) whenever T, takes (f(z), g(z)) into (h(z), k(z)). 
Proof of Theorem 10. A unique continuous and contractive transfor- 
mation T, of 9JA) into 93,(B) will be constructed inductively with these 
properties: The transformation T,, takes (J(z), 0) into (g(z), 0) whenever 
T takes f(z) into g(z). When T, takes an element (f(z), g(z)) of Z&(A) 
into an element (h(z), k(z)) of 9JB), then T, takes the element of 9JA) 
represented by 
(Cf (z) -f (0)1/z, z g(z) - A*(z)f (0)) 
into the element of L&(B) represented by 
([h(z) - WJ)llz, z k(z) -B*(z) h(O)). 
When r is positive and T, takes an element (f(z), g(z)) of 9JA) into an 
element (h(z), k(z)) of C&(B), then T,- 1 takes the element of 22,_,(A) 
represented by (f(z), g(z)) into the element of 9,, ,(B) represented by 
(h(z), k(z)). The inequality 
((h(z), k(z)), (h(z), k(z)) )swg - i b, bn 
n=O 
G <(f(z), g(z)), (f(z), g(z)))9&q- i, ai an 
holds for every nonnegative integer s when T, takes (f(z), g(z)) into 
(h(z), k(z)), f(z) = C a,, z”, and h(z) = C b, z”. And T, annihilates every 
element of LBJA) of the form 
(C&)-A(O)1 c/z, Cl -A*(z)A(Oll c) 
for a vector c in the kernel of multiplication by A(z). 
The definition of To clearly has the required properties. For the inductive 
step, assume that r is positive and that T,- I has been constructed with the 
desired properties. The desired transformation T, will be defined by con- 
structing its adjoint T,*. Define the action of T,* on an element (f(z), g(z)) 
of 9,(B) to be the element (h(z), k(z)) of 9$(A) such that T,*_, takes 
(zf(z) - B(z) g(O), k(z) -dO)l/z) 
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into 
(z h(z) -A(z) W), [k(z) - W)llz) 
and such that k(O) is orthogonal in 9 to the kernel of multiplication by 
A(z) on V. 
It needs to be shown that such an element (h(z), k(z)) exists. The essen- 
tial problem comes when r = 1. In this case a property of the adjoint of T is 
needed. If f(z) is an element of X(B), if g(z) is the element of Z(A) 
obtained from f(z) under the adjoint of T, and if b is a vector such 
that zf(z)-B(z) b belongs to X(B), then the adjoint of T takes 
zf(z)-B(z) b into zg(z) -A(z) a for some vector a. The desired con- 
clusion is immediate if zf(z) - B(z) b is obtained from f(z) under the 
adjoint of the difference-quotient transformation in Z’(B) since the desired 
series z g(z) - A(z) a is obtained from g(z) under the adjoint of the differen- 
ce-quotient transformation in X(A). The problem reduces to the case 
f(z) = 0 and g(z) =O, in which case the desired conclusion holds by 
hypothesis. 
The continuity of T,* follows from the closed graph theorem on showing 
that the transformation has a densely defined adjoint. Indeed the adjoint 
takes 
([f(z) -f(O)llz, z ‘Y(z) - A*(z)f(O)) 
into 
(C&J - W)llz, z &I - B*(z) 40)) 
whenever T, ~ 1 takes an element (f(z), g(z)) of ~2, ,(A) into an element 
(h(z), k(z)) of CS,- ,(B). And the adjoint annihilates 
(CA(z)-‘w)I c/z, Cl -A*(z)NO)I c) 
for every vector c in the kernel of multiplication by A(z). 
This completes the definition of the transformation T,. It needs to be 
verified that, when T, takes an element (f(z), g(z)) of 9,(A) into an 
element (h(z), k(z)) of C&(B), then T,-, takes the element of G@-,(A) 
represented by (f(z), g(z)) into the element of 58,,(B) represented by 
(h(z), k(z)). This is a consequence of a dual property of T,*. Whenever 
(f(z), g(z)) is an element of gr(B) which is orthogonal to all elements of 
9?(B) which represent the zero element of 58, r(B), then T,* takes 
(f(z), g(z)) into an element (h(z), k(z)) of 9JA) which is orthogonal to all 
elements of 9?(A) which represent the zero element of 23,,(A). 
The verification of this property reduces to the case r = 1, in which case 
it follows from the definition of T:. 
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It remains to verify that the transformation T, so defined has the desired 
contractive properties. The contractive properties of T, follow from the 
contractive properties of T,+, on elements of 9,.(A) of the form 
([f(z) -.fw)l/z, z g(z) - A*(z)f(O)), 
where (f(z), g(z)) belongs to a,,- ,(A). The contractive properties of T, 
follow by continuity on the closure of these elements. But the orthogonal 
complement consists of elements of gr,(A) of the form 
(C&) - Jw)l c/z, c 1 -A*(z) A(O)1 CL 
where c is a vector in the kernel of multiplication by ,4(z). Such vectors 
form a Hilbert subspace of %?. The desired contractive properties of T, 
follow because the corresponding elements of 9JA) form a Hilbert space 
which is contained in the kernel of T,. 
This completes the inductive construction of the transformations T,. 
A unique transformation T, of 9(A) into Q(B) exists which takes 
(f(z), g(z)) into (h(z), k(z)) whenever T, takes the element of 9,(A) 
represented by (f(z), g(z)) into the element of C&(B) represented by 
(h(z), k(z)) for every nonnegative integer r. The transformation is con- 
tinuous and contractive. The adjoint transformation T$ takes an element 
(f(z), g(z)) of 9(B) into an element (h(z), k(z)) of 9(A) whenever TT 
takes the element of gr(B) represented by (f(z), g(z)) into the element of 
9JA) represented by (h(z), k(z)) for every nonnegative integer r. The 
transformation T takes f(z) into g(z) whenever T, takes (f(z), g(z)) into 
(h(z), k(z)), and then T, takes 
(Cf(z)-f(O)l/z,zg(z)-A*(z)f(O)) 
into 
(C&) - W)l/z, z &I - B*(z) W)). 
The transformation annihilates every element of 9(A) of the form 
(C4z) - A(O)1 c/z, Cl -A*(z) ‘w)l c) 
for a vector c in the kernel of multiplication by A(z). 
Uniqueness of the transformation with the desired properties is clear 
from the construction. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
An example of such a transformation occurs when a space X(A) is 
contained contractively in a space X(B). A factorization theorem then 
holds. 
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THEOREM 11. Assume that a space X’(A) is contained continuously and 
contractively in a space X(B) and that the adjoint of the inclusion of Z’(A) 
in X(B) takes every element of X(B) of the form B(z) b for a vector b into 
an element of X(A) of the form A(z) a for a vector a. Then B(z) = A(z) C(z) 
for a space X(C) such that multiplication by A(z) is a contractive partial 
isometry of X(C) onto the complementary space to H(A) in X’(B). 
Proof of Theorem 11. Consider the spaces &(A,) and &‘(B,) defined 
by A,(z) = zr A(z) and B,(z) = z’ B(z). A n inductive argument shows that 
the space #(A,) is contained continuously and contractively in the space 
X(B,) and that the adjoint of the inclusion of X(A,) in &‘(B,) takes every 
element of Z(B,) of the form B,(z) b for a vector 6 into an element of 
X(A,) of the form A,(z) a for a vector a. 
By Theorem 10, a unique continuous and contractive transformation T, 
of Q(A,) into 9(B,) exists with these properties: The identity f(z) = h(z) 
holds whenever T, takes (f(z), g(z)) into (h(z), k(z)), and then T, takes 
(Cf (z) -f (0)1/z, z g(z) - Mz)f (0)) 
into 
([h(z) - W)llz, z 42) -B,*(z) h(O)). 
And T, annihilates every element of 9(A,) of the form 
(CA,(z) - A,(O)1 c/z, L-1 -A:(z) A,@)1 c) 
for a vector c in the kernel of multiplication by A(z). 
When r is positive, the space 9(A,) is the set of pairs (f(z), g(z)) of 
power series with vector coefficients such that 
([f(z)-fP)llz,gtz)-K,(z)fW)) 
belongs to Q(A,-,). The identity 
((Cf (z) -f (0)1/z, g(z) - A,*- l(z)f(O)), 
(Cf(z)-f(o)l/z,g(z)-Af-,(z)f(O))),~,,_,, 
= ((f(z),g(z)), (f(zMz)))9d(a,)-f(0)-f(O) 
is satisfied. A similar description holds for the space 9(B,). 
When r is positive and (f(z), g(z)) is an element of 9(A,), T, takes 
(f(z), g(z)) into the unique element (h(z), k(z)) of Q(B,) such that 
h(0) = f (0) and such that T,- , takes 
(Cf (z) -f (0)1/z, g(z) -A,*_ I(z)f (0)) 
into 
([h(z) - W)llz, k(z) - B,*_ I(Z) h(O)). 
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If (f(z), g(z)) is an element of 9(A,) such that g(z) has a zero of order 
at least r at the origin, then T, takes (AZ), g(z)) into (h(z), k(z)) where 
(h(z), k(z)) is an element of 9(B,) such that k(z) has a zero of order at 
least r at the origin. It follows that the coefficients of z” for n < r in k(z) are 
determined by the coefficients of z” for n <r in g(z) whenever T, takes 
(f(z), g(z)) into (h(z), k(z)). Since T, takes 
([f(z) -f(O)llG z&T(z) - Mz)f(O)) 
into 
(C&J - w)llz> 2 &) - KYz) W)) 
whenever T, takes (f(z), g(z)) into (h(z), k(z)), a power series C(z) with 
operator coefficients exists such that k(z) - C*(z)g(z) is divisible by zr 
whenever T, takes (f(z), g(z)) into (h(z), k(z)). The r-equivalence class of 
C(z) is uniquely determined by this condition. Since T, takes (f(z), zg(z)) 
into (h(z), z k(z)) whenever r is positive and T,- i takes (f(z), g(z)) into 
(h(z), k(z)), the conditions imposed on C(z) for various choices of r are 
compatible with each other. A unique power series C(z) with operator coef- 
ficients exists which satisfies the condition for every nonnegative integer r. 
But T, takes (zf(z),g(z)) into (z/r(z), k(z)) whenever r is positive 
and T,-, takes (f(z), g(z)) into (h(z), k(z)). It follows that T, takes 
(z’f(z), g(z)) into (zr h(z), k(z)) whenever T,, takes (f(z), g(z)) into 
(h(z), k(z)). Since k(z) - C*(z) g(z) is divisible by zr for every nonnegative 
integer r, the identity k(z) = C*(z)g(z) holds whenever To takes 
(f(z), g(z)) into @(z), k(z)). 
A similar argument shows that k(z) = C*(z)g(z) whenever T, takes 
(f(z), g(z)) into (h(z), k(z)). Note that multiplication by z’ is isometric in 
U(z) for every nonnegative integer r. The space X(z’) is the set of 
polynomials of degree less than r, with vector coeficients, considered with 
the scalar product of V(z). The space a(~‘) is the set of pairs (f(z), g(z)) of 
polynomials of degree less than r, with vector coefficients, such that the 
coefficient of zn in g(z) is equal to the coefficient of .zr + ’ +n in f(z) for n < r. 
The transformation which takes (f(z), g(z)) into f(z) is an isometry of 
9(z’) onto *(z’). An isometric transformation of 9(z’) into 9(A,) is 
defined by taking (f(z), g(z)) into (f(z), A*(z) g(z)). An isometric transfor- 
mation of Q(z’) into ?2(B,) is defined by taking (f(z), g(z)) into 
(f(z), B*(z) g(z)). And if (f(z), g(z)) . is an element of 9(z’), then T, takes 
the element (f(z), A*(z) g(z)) of 9(A,) into the element (f(z), B*(z) g(z)) 
of 9(B,). It follows that B(z) = A(z) C(z). 
An isometric linear system with transfer function C(z) will now be 
constructed. A linear system is said to be isometric if its defining matrix is 
isometric. 
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Consider the range 9 of 7’,, with the unique scalar product such that TO 
acts as a partial isometry of Q(A) onto 8. Then 9 is contained con- 
tinuously and contractively in 9(B). Let 2 be the complementary space to 
9 in 52(B). 
Write B(z) = C B, zn. The adjoint of the transformation of C@(B) into V 
which takes (f(z), g(z)) into the coefficient of zr in f(z) is the transfor- 
mation which takes c into 
zrc-B(z)(&z’+ ... +~,)c,~~,+~+~z”c 
> 
. 
Write A(z) = C A, z’. The adjoint of the transformation of 9 into V 
which takes (f(z), g(z)) into the coefftcient of zr in f(z) is the transfor- 
mation which takes c into 
( z’c-A(z)(A,z’+ ... +A,)c, c*(Z)CA,+,+.z”c ) . 
The adjoint of the transformation of 22 into %? which takes (f(z), g(z)) 
into the coefficient of z’in f(z) is the transformation which takes c into 
A(z)(&z’+ ... +A,) c- B(z)(&z’+ ... +&) c, 
CR+,+. ZnC-c*(Z)~2,+,+.z”c 
> 
The adjoint of the transformation of 53(B) into 9? which takes 
(f(z), g(z)) into the coefficient of zr in g(z) is the transformation which 
takes c into 
CB ,+,+n~n~,~r~-B*(z)(Boz’+ ... +B,)c 
> 
. 
Write C(z) =C C, z”. The adjoint of the transformation of 9’ into %Y 
which takes (f(z), g(z)) into the coefficient of zr in g(z) is the transfor- 
mation which takes c into 
CB r+I+nZnC--A(z)CC,+,+.z”C, 
c*(z)(c, zr + ... + C,) c 
-B*(z)(B,, z’+ ... + B,) c 
> 
. 
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The adjoint of the transformation of 9 into % which takes (f(z), g(z)) 
into the coefftcient of zr in g(z) is the transformation which takes c into 
Nz)CCr+1+. c Z”, z’ c - c*(z)( c, zr + . . . + C,) c . 
A direct use of the definition of the space S? shows that it contains 
(z.!(z) - B(z) g(O), Mz) -g(O)l/z) 
whenever it contains (f(z), g(z)) and that the inequality 
((zf(z) -B(z) g(O), cg(z)-do)l/z)~ 
(zf(z) - B(z) g(O), [g(z) -g(O)l/z)>s 
G <(f(z), g(z)), (f(Z)? g(z))h2-d0)- g(O) 
is satisfied. 
If (f(z), g(z)) is an element of 9(A) and if c is a vector, then an element 
of 9(A I ) is given by 
and the identity 
(mz)+4z)G c+zg(z)), 
Wz)+&k, c+z&)))%4,, 
= <(f(Z)> g(z)), (f(Z)> &)))53(.4) + c- c 
is satisfied. An element of 9(B,) is given by 
u-(z) + &)c2 c*(z)cc + z dz)l) 
and the inequality 
<(f(z) + 4zk c*(zKc + z &)I), 
(f(z) + ‘ok c*(zKc + Z&)l)),(B,, 
G <u-(zf+Afzk c+zg(z)), 
u-(z) + mk c + ZdZ))),(A,, 
is satisfied. An element of 9(B) is given by 
(f(z) + CA(z) - B(z) W)lc* 
cc*(z) - C(O)1 c/z + c*(z) g(z)) 
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and the identity 
((f(z) + C&)-W) ~(O)lC~ 
cc*(z) - c’(0H c/z + c*(z) g(z)), 
(f(z) + C&l - B(z) W)l G 
cc*(z) - WV1 c/z + c*(z) g(z)) )9(B) 
= ((f(z)+&k c*(z)cc+zdz)l)~ 
u-(z)+‘ek~ ~*~~~c~+~~~~~l~~,~,,, 
-c-C(O) C(O)c 
is satisfied. It follows that the inequality 
((f(z) + CA(z) -B(z) W)l C? 
cc*(z) - W)l c/z + c*(z) g(z)), 
(f(z) + C&) - B(z) W)l c, 
cc*(z) - C(O)1 c/z + c*(z) &)))w?) 
6 (u-(z), g(z)), (f(z), &)))9(A) 
+c-[1-c(o)c(o)]c 
is satisfied. By the arbitrariness of (f(z), g(z)), 
(CA(z) - B(z) W)lc, cc*(z) - C(O)1 c/z) 
belongs to Z? and the inequality 
((L-&J - B(z) W)lc, cc*(z) - W)l c/z), 
(C&)-W) ~(O)lG cc*(z) - C(O)1 c/z)>s! 
<c-Cl -C(O)C(O)]c 
is satisfied. 
Continuity of the transformation of %’ into A! which takes c into 
(CA(z) - B(z) C(O)1 G L-c*(z) - C(O)1 c/z) 
is verified using the closed graph theorem. The adjoint transformation of 9 
into @ is computable on the range of the adjoint of the transformation 
which takes (f(z), g(z)) into the coefficient of zr in f(z) for a nonnegative 
integer r, and on the range of the adjoint of the transformation which takes 
(f(z), g(z)) into the coefficient of zr in g(z) for a nonnegative integer r. In 
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these cases the adjoint is found to be of the form (f(z), g(z)) into c for a 
vector c, which is orthogonal in W to the kernel of multiplication by A(z) 
on 9?, such that 
([f(z) - m)cllz, z g(z) - c*(z)c) 
belongs to 9 and such that the identity 
((Cf’b)-A(z)cl/4 z&- c*(z)ch 
(D-(z) - A(z)cl/z, z ‘k?(z) - c*(z)c)>, 
= <(f(z), g(z)), u-(z), g(z))>9 - c-c 
is satisfied. It will be seen that the identity holds by continuity for every 
element (f(z), g(z)) of J!. 
The transformation of 9 into itself which takes (f(z), g(z)) into 
(z f(z) - B(z) g(O), c g(z) - dO)l/z) 
is continuous by the closed graph theorem because it has a densely defined 
adjoint. The adjoint is computable on the range of the adjoint of the trans- 
formation which takes (f(z), g(z)) into the coefficient of zr in f(z) for a 
nonnegative integer r, and on the range of the adjoint of the transformation 
which takes (f(z), g(z)) into the coefficient of zr in g(z) for a nonnegative 
integer r. The adjoint transformation takes (S(z), g(z)) into 
(C”!-(z) - A(z) Cl/Z> z g(z) - c*(z) CL 
where c is obtained from (f(z), g(z)) as above. This form of the adjoint 
holds by continuity for every element (f(z), g(z)) of 2. 
An isometric linear system with state space 9 and transfer function C(z) 
can now be constructed. The main transformation is the adjoint of the 
transformation of 2 into itself which takes (f(z), g(z)) into 
(zf(z) - B(z) g(O), [g(z) -dO)l/z). 
The input transformation takes a vector c into 
([B(z) - A(z) C(O)1 c/z, [11 - c*(z) C(O)1 c). 
The output transformation is the adjoint of the transformation of G9 into 9 
which takes c into 
(CA(z) -B(z) W)l c, cc*(z) - C(O)1 C/Z). 
And the external operator is C(0). 
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An important property of the linear system is that it has a contractive 
adjoint. The inequality 
((z.f(z) - B(z) g(O) + [A(z) - B(z) a41 CT 
[g(z) -g(O)]/z + [c*(z) - C(O)] c/z). 
(zf(z) - B(z) g(O) + CA(z) - B(z) ml c, 
Cg(z) - ‘dO)l/~ + [c*(z) - W)l CL/Z) >,, 
+ [g(O) - C(O) cl C&T(O) + C(O) cl 
6 ((f(i), g(z)), (f(z), R(~)))J + C C 
holds for every element (f(z), g(z)) of 2 and every vector c. The proof is a 
generalization of the one given for the case f(z) = 0 and g(z) = 0. 
If (f(z), g(z)) is a given element of 2, define a sequence of elements 
(f,(z), g,(z)) of 9 inductively by 
(f”(Z), &A=)) = (f(i), g(z)) 
and by 
M,+,(zLgn+,(=))= (Cf,(z)-A(z)a,l/z,~R,(z)-C*(~)a,), 
where a, is the vector obtained from (f,(z),g,(z)) under the output trans- 
formation. Then the formal power series C a, z” satisfies the identity 
f(z) = A(z) 1 a, 9. 
The identity is verified by a direct calculation when (f(z), g(z)) is in the 
range of the adjoint of the transformation of 2 into V which takes 
(f(z), g(z)) into the coeficient of z ’ inS(z) for a nonnegative integer r, and 
when (f(z), g(z)) is in the range of the adjoint of the transformation of 1 
into V which takes (f(z),g(z)) into the coefficient of z’ in g(z) for a non- 
negative integer r. The general case of the identity follows by linearity and 
continuity. 
A unique Krein space L&, exists, whose elements are pairs (f(z), g(z)) of 
formal power series with vector coefficients and which has these properties: 
The transformation which takes (f(z),g(z)) into (A(z)f(z), g(z)) is an 
isometry of 9$, onto 9. For every element (f(z),g(z)) of 9$, the constant 
coefficient inf(z) is obtained from (A(z)f(z), g(z)) under the output trans- 
5X0:81 2-4 
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formation of the isometric linear system with state space L? and transfer 
function C(z). For every element (f(z), g(z)) of a,,, 
Mz)Cf(z) -f(O)llz> g(z)) 
is obtained from (A(z)f(z), g(z)) under the main transformation of the 
isometric linear system with state space 9 and transfer function C(z). 
The space g0 is also the state space of an isometric linear system with 
transfer function C(z). The main transformation takes (f(z), g(z)) into 
(U(z) -“m)l/z, z k?(z) - C*(z)f(O)). 
The input transformation takes c into 
(CC(z) - C(O)1 4% Cl -c*(z) C(O)1 c). 
The output transformation takes (f(z), g(z)) into f(0). And the external 
operator is C(0). 
A Krein space S&‘,, whose elements are pairs (f(z), g(z)) of power series 
with vector coefficients, will be defined inductively for every nonnegative 
integer n. The space 9” is the state space of an isometric linear system with 
transfer function C(z). The main transformation takes (f(z), g(z)) into 
(Cf(z) -f(O)l/z, z g(z) - C*(z)f(O)). 
The input transformation takes c into 
(CC(z) - C(O)1 c/z, Cl - c*(z) C(O)1 c). 
The output transformation takes (f(z), g(z)) into f(0). And the external 
operator is C(0). A partially isometric transformation of 9,, onto S? is 
defined by taking (f(z), g(z)) into (A(z)f(z), g(z)). 
Some information is also known about adjoints when n =0 and is 
verified inductively for every n. If the adjoint of the main transformation 
takes (f(z), g(z)) into (h(z), k(z)), then k(z) = [g(z) -g(O)]/z and 
A(z) h(z) = A(z)Czf(z) - C(z) dO)l. 
If the adjoint of the output transformation takes c into (h(z), k(z)), then 
k(z) = [c*(z) - z’(O)] c/z 
and 
A(z) h(z) = A(z) [ 1 - C(z) C(O)] c. 
And the adjoint of the input transformation takes (f(z), g(z)) into g(0). 
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A computation can be made of the kernel of the adjoint of the defining 
matrix of the isometric linear system with state space 9,, and transfer 
function C(z). If (h(z), k(z)) is an element of 9m and if b is a vector which 
determines an element of the kernel, then the identities 
A(z)[z h(z) + b] = 0 
and 
k(z) + C*(z) b = 0 
are satisfied. 
Once the space 9” has been defined, the space 9,, + 1 is defined to be the 
set of pairs (f(z), g(z)) of power series with vector coefficients, such that 
([f(z) -.m)llz, z g(z) - C*(z)f(O)) 
belongs to 9,,. The scalar product of elements (f(z), g(z)) and (h(z), k(z)) 
of %+, is defined so that the identity 
((f(z) -f(O)llz? z g(z) - C*(z)f(O))Y 
([h(z) - W)llz, z &I - c*(z) W))), 
= ((f(z), g(z)), @(z), W)bn+, -W-f(O) 
is satisfied. 
The space 9,,+, is easily seen to be a Krein space with the desired 
properties. The adjoint of the transformation of 9” + i into 9” which takes 
cf(zh g(z)) into 
(C./-(z) -f(O)llz, z&r(z) - C*(z)f(O)) 
is the transformation which takes (f(z), g(z)) into 
(zf(z) - C(z) g(O), [g(z) -dO)l/z). 
The space 9”+, contains 
([ 1 - C(z) C(O)] c, [c*(z) - C(O)] c/z) 
for every vector c. Every element of 9n + 1 is of the form 
(zf(z) - C(z) g(O) + Cl - C(z) C(O)1 c, 
[g(z) -g@)l/z + cc*(z) - m)l c/z) 
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for an element (f‘(z), g(z)) of Qn and a vector c. The identity 
((zf(z) - C(z) g(0) + [ 1 - C(z) C(O)] c, 
[g(z) -g(O)]/; + [c*(z) - C(O)] c/z, 
(z,f(.z) - C(z) g(0) + [ 1 - C(z) C(O)] C‘, 
[g(z)-g(O)]/:+ [c*(z)-C(O)] c/z,>,., 
+ [g(O) + UO) c.1 [g(O) + C(O) cl 
= ((fk). g(z)), u-(Z,~ g(=)))5$ + c (’ 
is satisfied. 
An inductive argument is used to show that the transformation of 9,, 
into 9 which takes (f(z), g(z)) into (A(z)/(z), g(z)) is contractive. This is 
true when n = 0 because the transformation is then an isometry. Assume 
that the contractive property is known for the space Q?,,,. It is true for the 
space G&, , because the inequality 
((iA(i)f(Z)-B(Z)g(O)+ [A(Z)-B(i)C(O)] L’, 
[g(z)-g(O)]/z+ [c*(+c(o)] c/z), 
(2 A(z)f(i) - B(z)g(O) + [A(z) - B(z) C(O)] c, 
[g(z) -g(O)]/; + [c*(i) - C(O)] c/z));, 
+ [g(O) + C(O) cl [g(O) + C’(O) t-1 
6 ((A(z)f‘(z), g(z)), (A(=)f(z), g(z))>,, +c ( 
holds for every element (f(z). g(z)) of P,, and for every vector c. 
Let 9, be the unique Krein space, whose elements are pairs (f(z), g(z)) 
of power series with vector coefftcients, which contains each of the spaces 
9” isometrically, such that the union of the spaces .9,, is dense in 8,. The 
space 8, is the state space of a unitary linear system with transfer function 
C(z). The main transformation takes (f(z), g(z)) into 
(U(z) -./‘(O)l/c =$A-‘) - c*(;)/‘(o)). 
The input transformation takes c into 
([C(z) - C(O)] c/z, [ 1 - c*(z) C(O)] c). 
The output transformation takes (.1‘(z), g(z)) into J(0). And the external 
operator is C(0). The adjoint of the main transformation takes (f(z), g(z)) 
into 
(--.I‘(=) - C(z)g(O), CR(Z) -g(O)l/z). 
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The adjoint of the output transformation takes c into 
([ 1 - C(z) C(O)] c, [c*(z) - C(O)] c/z). 
And the adjoint of the input transformation takes (f(z),g(z)) into g(0). 
A contractive partially isometric transformation of 9x onto Z? is defined 
by taking (f(z), g(z)) into (A(z)S(z), g(z)). 
Use is now made of a theorem in complementation theory [7]. A con- 
tractive partially isometric transformation of the space G(B) onto the space 
X(B) is defined by taking (f(z), g(z)) into f‘(z). The transformation also 
acts as a contractive partial isometry of the space 1 onto the space #‘(A). 
The theorem in complementation theory now asserts that the transfor- 
mation also acts as a contractive partial isometry of the complementary 
space 4 to 9 in 9(B) onto the complementary space to .#( A ) in ,X(B). 
Since the transformation which takes (f(z), g(z)) into (A(z)f(z), g(z)) is 
a contractive partial isometry of 9;2-s onto I, the transformation which 
takes (f(z), g(z)) into A(z)f(z) is a contractive partial isometry of 9:, 
onto the complementary space to &(A) in X(B). It follows that the set of 
elements (S(z), g(z)) of QX such that A(z)f‘(z) = 0 is a Hilbert space which 
is contained continuously and isometrically in 9,. Since the set of elements 
of .9,,. with vanishing first coordinate is a closed vector subspace of the 
Hilbert space, it is a Hilbert space which is contained continuously and 
isometrically in 9,. 
Consider the unique Krein space 3y’, whose elements are formal power 
series with vector coefficients, such that the transformation which takes 
(f(z), g(z)) into f(z) is a partial isometry of .9,fi onto X. Then 3“ is the 
state space of a contractive and conjugate-isometric linear system with 
transfer function C(z). The main transformation takes S(z) into 
[f(z) -f(O)]/z. The input transformation takes c into [C(z) - C(O)] c/z. 
The output transformation takes f(z) into f(0). And the external operator 
is C(0). Thus .# is isometrically equal to a space X’(C). The space 9, is 
isometrically equal to the extension space .Q( C) of H(C). By construction, 
a contractive partial isometry of X’(C) onto the complementary space to 
X’(A) in X(B) is defined by takingf‘(z) into A(z)f(z). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
A theorem of R. B. Leech [16] states that an observable factorization 
B(z) = A(z) C(z) exists whenever a space .#‘(A) is contained contractively 
in a space X(B) if .%‘(A), X(B), and %’ are Hilbert spaces. In that case the 
additional hypothesis which is here made is automatically satisfied. 
A proof of Leech’s theorem from the Nagy-Foias extension theorem 
[20] has been given by M. Rosenblum [IS]. It is interesting to ask 
whether a generalization of the Nagy-Foias theorem exists in the present 
context. The argument which has been used by the author [5] in the 
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Hilbert space case does not immediately generalize because it requires 
knowing that certain closed subspaces of a Krein space are Krein spaces. 
The desired conclusion does not seem to be given by any known theorem, 
and it is not known whether it is true in the desired application. 
Other proofs of the Nagy-Foias extension theorem have recently been 
found in the Hilbert space context by Foias and Frazho [IO, 111. It is 
possible that these methods would more easily generalize. 
For additional information concerning the Hilbert space background of 
the present theories, the reader is referred to the work of Nikol’skii and 
Vasyunin [ 143 and Sarason [ 183. 
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Noie added in prooj: An omission occurs in the proof of Theorem 6. It needs to be vcritied 
that .K is the orthogonal sum of a Hilbert space and the anti-space of a Hilbert space. both of 
which are invariant under multiplication by 7. An additional hypothesis seems necessary in the 
statement of the theorem. A sutlicient hypothesis is that .I is contained contractively in ‘Q(z). 
The spectral theory of self-adjoint operators in Hilbert space is used lo make the decom- 
position. 
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